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New Pattern Launch Day

Absolutely no peeking until 
Saturday, May 7.  
That’s the day when we’ll be unveiling 
a set of brand new patterns by 
Churchmouse Yarns.  Knitters and 
crocheters have come to rely on 
Churchmouse for timeless, beautiful, 
and practical designs that can be 
knitted in many yarns.

We’re pleased to share with you  
a brand new design by our very  
own BJ Licko-Keel.   
The Row of Seven Leaves Scarf  
uses cluster stitches in little rows, 
as tidy as a garden in spring.  The  
lovely colorways of Amitola, a  
self-striping yarn by Louisa Harding,  
are perfect for this design.  Finish it  
off with an optional fringe of dangling puff stitches.  

5 New Patterns from Churchmouse Yarns

1 New Pattern from BJ

2016
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If we have enough interest, 
Julie will teach another session of the same class on

Saturday morning, 9 am to 12 pm. 

Knits That Breathe author, Julie Turjoman, will be teaching 

Air Conditioning 
Your Knitted 

Garments 
June 25, Saturday, 1 to 4 pm. 

You’ll learn how to take a plain knitted tunic pattern 
(which Julie will provide to class students) and maxi-
mize it for comfort by using lace, open work, drape, 

and insertion panels.

Key to Julie’s approach to warm weather comfort is 
embracing the special properties of plant fibers and 

understanding how these fibers will behave once the 
garment is off the needles.

There will be some in class knitting, but this class will 
be more about seeing examples of the many possi-
bilities for air-conditioning your knits.  Her extensive 

handout will capture all this great information so that 
you can refer to it again and again.  

Don’t miss this chance to learn from, and be inspired 
by, this very engaging teacher/designer. 

You will want to do the class homework to get the 
maximum benefit out of this class.

More details are available at the shop.  

Class Fee:  $75 plus supplies.   

2016
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Entrelac
Entrelac is one of the great tricks 
of the knitting world.  Is it woven?  
Does it involve a lot of sewing?  
None of the above.  You'll work 
with self-striping yarn, creating 
the illusion that each small 
section is made from a separate 
yarn source, when in fact you'll 
be working with one continuous 
strand.  It's also a great 
opportunity to try the option 
of  “knitting back backwards” 
so that you can work with the 
right side of the piece facing you 
at all times.  Choose the wide 
shawl version or a narrower scarf 
version and finish with an elegant 
knotted fringe.   

Saturday
10:30 am to 12:30 pm

June 11, 18, July 2
OR

Friday
1 to 3 pm

June 17, 24, July 1
$40 plus supplies

Teacher: Heidi

Classes
2016

The most recent issues of PieceWork 
magazine and Knitting Traditions 
magazine each feature an article and 
design by our guest teacher, Laura 
Ricketts.  Laura loves to help people 
learn from, and be inspired by our knit 
and crochet cultural heritage.  

In this class, you’ll work 3 pieces to 
create a three dimensional flower in 
the style of the traditional Irish crochet 
rose and leaf: the outer petals, the rose 
center, and the leaf.  
Traditionally this type of crochet would 
have been worked in very fine cotton 
or linen.  You r learning piece can 
be worked in a smooth sport weight 
cotton or wool.  Laura will provide a pin 
back or hair clip so that you can wear 
your class creation.  Students must be 
very comfortable working chain, single, 
double and half-double crochet.  

Thursday
May 26

5 to 8 pm
$45 plus supplies

Irish Crochet Rose and Leaf
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Horseshoe Lace Top
Horsehoe Lace is a traditional Shetland lace 
pattern. The secret behind many traditional 
patterns is that they really are very easy.  You’ll 
learn to love this simple lace pattern while 
knitting the front and back panels.  After you are 
comfortable with the lace, we’ll make the A-line 
side panels by adding extra stitches between lace 
repeats and gradually decreasing those extra 
stitches.  This piece will give you practice in basic 
lace knitting and mattress stitch seaming.  

Tuesday
7 to 9 pm

May 10, 17, 24, 31
$50 plus supplies

Teacher: Paula

Irish Aran  
Cabled Hat
Finished your Aran cabled scarf?  It's time to take 
the next step and make an Irish Aran hat to match.  
You will learn how the size of the diamond motif 
determines the size of the hat, and how to let the 
diamond shape guide the decreases for the crown of 
the hat.  

Thursday
4 to 6 pm
June 2, 9

$30 plus supplies
Teacher: Debbie

Socks: Cuff Down
Begin your sock at the cuff so you will have plenty 
of time to get comfortable knitting in the round on 
small needles before learning how to shape the heel 
and toe.  Finish the sock with kitchener stitch so that 
there will be no seam at the toe of your socks.

Tuesday
1 to 3 pm

June 21, 28, July 5, 12
$50 plus supplies

Teacher: Kate

Classes
2016



2016 Liberty 
Wool Afghan 
Club
Still time to choose your 
Liberty Wool afghan 
design for this spring. 

This year there are both 
knit and crochet options.

12 brand new colors of Liberty Wool Print are coming to the shop in 6 
monthly installments. You’ll pick up your 2 new colors each month and watch your 
piece grow.  We’re expecting shipment number 4  shortly. — such a fun project.  
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Baby Lace & Leaves
Welcome baby with a sweater and hat set 
based on a classic leaf lace motif.  Choose the 
bonnet style hat for a girl or the sprout style hat 
for a boy. 

Wednesday
5:30 to 7:30 pm

May 25, June 1, 8
$40 plus supplies

Teacher: Susan

Classes
2016
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Classic Elite Yarns 
Spring Knit-A-Long

Pick a design from any of  
Classic Elite’s Spring 2016 booklets.

Your choice must use a minimum of 3 balls of Classic Elite 
yarn purchased this year.  

Show us the finished piece by 7:00 pm, Friday, June 17.
Let us share photos of your finished piece.  

Your name will be in a drawing once for every 100 yards of 
yarn used in your project.  

It’s fine to do multiple projects.

Prize drawing:  Friday, June 17, 7:00 p.m.
Grand Prize:  $100 basket of good things for knitters 

provided by Classic Elite.

Other prizes will be gift certificates to downtown Valparaiso 
restaurants and good things from around Sheep’s Clothing.  

2016
Sheep’s Clothing

www.knitdoctor.com 
To register for classes call 

219-462-1700

Teachers
Heidi Yelich 

Susan Brobst
Kate Schroeder

Debbie Teibel 
Paula Strietelmeier

BJ Licko-Keel
Design

 Kristina Rost 
Artwork 

Susan Childress

M-Tu  12 to 7
W 10 to 7
Th 12 to 9
F  12 to 7
Sa 10 to 5

O KN

EVERY Wednesday
10am to noon

EVERY Friday
5 to 7 pm

Early Bird Knitters
1st & 3rd Saturday  
EVERY month 8 am

SPINNING
4 to 6pm 

every 4th Friday
Spinners are invited  
to bring their wheels 

and spin.
Interested in Spinning?
It’s a great opportunity 
to get your questions 

answered.
Drop spindle 

demonstrations.
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2016

Beginners 
Classes

Knit Beginner Project
This hat and scarf combination gives 
beginners opportunity to practice and 
polish their basic skills.  You’ll learn 
to use circular and double pointed 
needles while making the hat.  The 
hat will also be your introduction to 
multi gauge patterns, which allow 
you to make the same design in 
many different kinds of yarn.  The 
scarf combines the cables and other 
stitches you learned in Knitting for 
Beginners so that you can keep 
learning to read your stitches and 
have something beautiful to wear. 

Wednesday
5:30 to 7:30 pm

May 4, 11, 18
$40 plus supplies

Knitting for Beginners
Learn to knit by making swatches of 
basic stitches.  Emphasis is placed on 
learning to “read” your stitches so that 
you can become a confident knitter.  
Class also includes a taste of lace and 
cables.

Monday
5 to 7 pm

June 6, 13, 20, 27
$60 includes all supplies

Crochet for Beginners
Begin your crochet future with a set 
of 3 classes designed to get you 
comfortable with the basic crochet 
stitches.  You will begin with the 
classic granny square and end with 
a lightweight cowl.  Basic finishing 
skills for crochet fabrics will also be 
included.  

Saturday
8 to 10 am

June 4, 11, 18
$60 includes all supplies

MAY


